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of Blacks: Past and Future* 

Calvin.L. Beale 
./ 

Population Census, Congress failed.for the only 

tinlfe in its history to reapportion th~ scats of the House of Representa-

ti:ves. When the census results were in, it was found that for the first 

ti.eurban population exceeded rural in the United States. -Represcnta-

tives from rural States that stood to lose a· seat in reapportionment 

argued either for an Jncrease in the size of the H01.rne to prot~ct their 

absolute representation, or else favored no reapportionment at all. 

The affected States wetc in the Midwest, New England, and the South. 

Tlms, the issue was by no means a _narrowly sect:f.onal one. But one 

major ·contributing factor was the migration of rural Southern Negroes. 

·was 'Only temporary. 

"For the last two years', 1-1 said Rep. J~hnson of M.i.ssissippi, 

uthe.re have been special trains carrying thousands of Negroes and a 

. great many white people to the northern citie~, ·and since this finan

cial condition has come about in the.country [i.e., the postwar economic 

refes.sio_nl hundreds and. thousands of these same people are trying to 
. . 

ret:u:rn to the South" [2, p. 1633]. "Thousands of (Missi:3sipp1's) ci.tizens 

were temporarily employed in other sections of the country and they 

were not enumerated. Thousands of her citizens, mostly' colored, were 

temporarily removed to Chkago and other places before the recent elec-

Calvln L. Beale is Leader, Population Studies Group, Economic Research 
Service, United States Depar.tment · of Agriculture. 
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tion to be used politically.. They have been; used and ar.e now returning· 

to their homes, poorer butwfaerfl [2, p. 1645]. Rep. Bee of Texas gave 

· the ultimate assurance to the House that, "Just a.s certain as God 

.· · reigns_ [the raen who _have goue to the cities] must go back to the farms"· 

· J2, p. 1633] ~ Rural part:isans at time~ frankly· admitted their objection 

.. ·. to ·a reapportionment that ~ould II •••• take. a~ay the sfrength and the 

·power and·the control of the Gove~ment from the rural districts and 

··.·center it in the congested d~stricts" [2, p. 1634J. 
.. . . 

In the end, Congress was not able to agree,on any new plartand 

the 1.910 Census continued to be used for apportiQnment until the elec..:. . 
.. . . 

tion of 1932 (4, pp.· 120-122]. · I recount. thi.s no'i-1 tiearly forsotten 
'P•• 

incident in our history to remind us that rural-~rban migration·of 

µlacks {or white~) is not just .a. recent ,,phenomenon, ,nr'.,aOile .that has .only 

· · in our day affected public policy. · Needless to- say, comparatively few 

:· ·:of the World War I .migrants ever returned to the farm: for very .long. 

Nor did ~he outmovem:ent. cease with the end of the war. All but one of 
.. 

· the States that would have lost .House seats in a 1920 reapportionment 

proceeded to lose when thel930 Census 1'7as taken. 

· . Although the farm population began to decline during World War I, 

the• tot.al white rural population continued to· increase until 1940, · as . 

gains in the nonagricultural tural sectors more than· offset losses from · 

farms. The Negro rural pcpul~tion, however, was more highly concen-

trated. in agr:f.c:ulture. and ~7 percent ,of it· was in· the South. When the 

black riligrat~(!n away from Southern farms began, as a result .of the new 

·-.::-... 

\. 
\. 



opportunities in the industrial North, .·the ravages of the cotton boll 

weevil, and the in.al,ility bf eroded areas in the older plantation belt 

• to produce cotton profitably, a decli'ne in the total rural.black popu

lation t;ook place that has never been reversed. This populatfon fell 

in fairly similar decade amounts from 7.1 mill;f.on in 1910 to 6.6 million 

in· 19lt0. There ar~ no data on the actual nuinber of black· rural-urban 

migrants, but a defensible estimate would be a net of about 2.5 1nillion 

duting this 30 year perfod. The decline would have been heavier had 

. not the rise in the popularit:y of cigarettes brought in tobacco as an 

alternative to cotton for many Negro farmers in the South Atlantic 

States, and.. had not the .Great Depression retarded rural-urban movement 

in general. 

With the coming of World War II, the pace of Ini.gration to the. 

cities changed drastically for whites and blacks alike. Burgeoning 

defense industries provided pnprecendented job opportunities, compul-. 

sorymilitary service took many of the young men away, and :i,n the Delta 

·the first large scale di$placements of tenant farmers through mechani-

zation occurred. There was a brief period of return movement to farms 

in 1945-46, after the end of the war. However, this was just a momen-

tary i~terruption in a sustained flow of people to the: cities that has 

persisted to the present. 

The majority of black farmers were .cotton tenants. As the market 

·for cotton fell and harvest mechanization came in, they were in a 

particularly .vulnerable position. Those who were tenants had no control · 

over their own future in farming, ancJ mechanization soort augmented 
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· .. by chemical ~-1eed control ·~liminated about ·10 t_en.ants for every 3 

regul~r hired hands that it. added~ .·Black farm'owners typically had 

farms th.at were far too small to yi~ld.a minimally adequate income. 

(Eighty,.:four percent: of them grossed less than $2,500 in 1959):~ Their 

·average.age -was high,for nen,:-ly all of.their.grown children had left, 

wanting nothing to do with the occupation .that they associated wi-th 
: . . . . 

. the poverty of their.. p.arents·.1 

•' 

In 1950, only one percent -of the cotton gro,m· in the S_outh. 

?(excluding Texas and Oklahoma) ·wa~. machfo.e harvested. By i959, th•~ 
. .• . ~-

figure was 25 percent~ Ry 1969, 94. percent of Southern cot;ton was 

. machine harvested. The ·need for cotton hand labor has almo~t vanished.· 

Simultaneously. ac;E?age cut;ba~ks and ·.l~b~r saving devices' have· reduced 

•. · 'the -m:trobet" of ··black tenants in tobacco f·arrning, :'and ~~an~i production -::.~-

:' 'I 

the th:J:rd most importan:t trp:¢ of tanning for blacks. -:-".'" has been mecha-

. ' In sum, the 'ia8t 20 years have seen the· departure through dis-

. plaeement; voluntary withdrawal, or· old age of t;he'great'. majority of 

.. ~1.ack farm ~peratqrs. There were 5.60,000 •. of• them in 1950~ Today, 
.. ' . 

· _unp~b-~fshed survey~ by· the Economic Re!:>~~rc~ Service ind_icate . no more 

.. than 100,000 left. ·· 

.•. · The. principal role of Negroes in. Americ~n ag~i~ultur~ has changed 

~to that of- hired farmworker:.. 'More than' a h~lf l!tillion blaclts still .· 

do some hired farmwo~k, an~ t:hey perform about: a fifth of all man-days 

of farm wage ~ork_done irt_ 
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From 1940 to 1960, I estlmate net rura1...:to-urban migration of blacks 
··--., 

was about 3 million. This left a rural black population of 5.1 million 

in 1960, compared with the 1910 maximum. of 7 .1 millio1f~ However, it 

is. esse_ntial to note that all of the net rural decline was from the farm 

pop'l,llat:l.on. The rural-nonfa.rm black popula.tion increased in every 

de.cade from 1920 (when the farn·-nonfarm identification was first made) 

to 1960, rising from 1.8 million to 2.7 miilion. In 1960, rural-nonfarm 

blacks exceeded those on farms for the first time. The steady growth of 

the nonfarm rural population suggests that in the future the ov·erall 

rural black decline may end, as further losses from the now much-depleted -

-farm sector become too small to offset nonfarm growth. 

Data from the 1970 Census of Population are not yet available by· 

race .and residence. We know, however, from O'u.r cooperative annual surveys 

· with the Bureau of the Census that the decline in the Negro_ farm popula

tion has continued to be precipitous· since 1960. This population has 

· been reduced by more than half j_n just 10 years, and today numbers less 

than 1 million. It would be im1->ossible for future outmigration of blacks 

from farms to be as next decade as in that just past, for 

there would be none remaining in another 6 or 7 years if the recent 

absolute losses were maintained. The recent loss from farms has been 

so l.arge that I doubt that rural-nonfarm gains have yet fully offset it. 

Census returns from the 158 nonmetropolitan counties in the Nation in 

whichNegroes comprised a majority of the.rural population in 1960 show 
\_ 

a mean decline of 6 percent in the total population of these counties 

from 1960-70. 



6\- . 
1'What of the characteristics of.·_the 

The proportion of rural blacks who have gone to urban·areas in the 

last generation is so high that it includes large numbers of all 

segments of the population. Based on our' cooperative research with 

James Tarver for the 1950-60 pedod, I est'imate that the 25-29 year 

-old cohort of Negroes living in rural counties in 1960 represc:nted little 

more than a· third of the ori.ginal group of that age who were born in 

those counties. It is the population remaining behind in the rural 

environment that is more likely to be of selective composition than 

that which has left. 

Recently, new information has become available on the cumulative 

extent of rural .... urban migration and on characteristics of the migrants. 

Th:1,s is the data file from the Survey of Economic Opportunity, collected 

for the Office of Economic Opportunity by the Bureau.of the Census in 

February 1967. In this 30,000 household national sample, data were 

obtained on the_ ·previous residence history of the population and related 

.· to current residence and characteristics. Migration was defined as a 

· move of at least 50 miles dis:5",aance. Tabulation's compare current resi

dence with that at age 16. Using this definition of migration, which 

I regard as reasonably conservative, there were 9,096,000urban blacks 

17. years old and over in 1967, of whom. 2,056,000 or, 22.6 percen_t, were 

of rural migrant origin. This number of rural-urban migrants is much 

smaller than the sum of the decade numbers cited earlier, _but it must 

be remembered that it relates only. to persons still living,. excludes· 

children und~r 17, and treats as nonmigrants persons whose rural~urban 

move was less than 50 miles. 
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Of the rural-urban black migrants,·3/4 were living in the central 

cities of metropolitan ·areas. Only 12 percent had gone to nonrnetropo

litan urban places, compared with 25 percent_ of white rural-urban 

migrants. 

Among urban blacks 50 years old and over, a third were of rural 

migrant origin. This proportion dropped to 14 ·percent at ages 17-29, 

where much of the potential movement had yet to take place. But in 

view of the large number of urban-bon1 blacks at this age group, it 

is unlikely that the percentage of rural migrant people will ever be 

as large in this cohort in the future as it is among persons presently 

of middle or older age • 

.. Fully half of the black rural-urban migratlon has involved an 

interregional move from the South to the North or West. In this· 

chara~teristic, the black rural-urban migrants were far different from 

the white rnigrant·s, only 1/10 of wi10m had moved interregionally from 

the South to the rest of the country. 

Educationally, the rural-urban black migrants were intermediate 

between city natives and rural residents. Twenty-six percent of them 

were high school graduates, compared with 16 percent of the rural residents 

and 19 percent of the urban natives,. Some of the educational disadvan

tage as compared with urban natives was the product of the older average 

age of the migrants. When the population was grouped into three age 

ranges -- 17-29, 30-49, and 50 and over -- the differential between 
F 

rural-urban migrants and urban natives was found only above age 10. At 

ages 17-29, the median at_tainment of · the two groups and the proportion 
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completing high school were essentially idef!-Lkal. But this means 

that the differential 1:?eti-1een the rural-urba.n migrants and rural non

migrants has widened. In pastyears, so few rural Negroes had obtained 

high school training tha,t there -was no possib:Uity for extensive out

migration without drawing heavily from the poorly educated. In more 

recent years, improvements in rural education·have produced more differ

ent:i.ation :ln that population in level _of schooling, and the selectivity 

of outmigration·by education seems to have increased. Among blacks 

of rural origin 17-29 years old in 1967, about 1/2 of those who were 

high school graduates had moved to cities, whereas only 1/6 of those 

who had 8 years of less of school had done so •. At all age groups, 

the higher the amount of schooling, the higher the proportion who had 

moved to the city. To a partial_but unknown extent some of the.higher 

education of the migrants results from e<lucat::ton they obtained a'f ter 

their move to the city. The intermediate level of education of rural

urban black migrants has served to lower the average level of educa""'. 

tfon in both the black population of origin and the area of destination-. 

In economic activ.:t:ty, black rural-urban migrant men compared-as 

follows with their urban-reared neighbors. The migrants were just as· 

likely to have had some employment in the preceding year. (No measure 

of cu;rent unemployment was taken). I~ employed, they were somewhat 

more likely to have had full-time work (50-52 weeks), and less likely 

,. to have "white collar" jobs or to work in the industries in which 

s·uch jobs are most common, such as trade, public administration, or 

professional services. Their most common work was as opera.tives in 

. manuf ac tu ring ind us tries. 

· .. 
'· 



Despite some overall disadvantage in educat:l.ori and· job structure, 

'' blaclt, urban :families headed. by a intgrant of rural origin ·did not 
,, ... : ..... d. 

·. experieriee lower. average. income than. ·other .black urbari frimllies. · Their . 

median (in 1966) was $5,116~ompared with $5,105 for the .families with 
. ·. ·: . · ... 

· urban native heads.·. A factor acting to pr6duce tqis parity of income, 
. . . . . . . . . . 

. ;~"?- - .· 

. was the more nortna.1 comr}~sition of th~ rural migrant :famiH.cs~ Seventy-:-

four percent of them had a male head, comJ>ared with 69 percent male 
·i 

. heads among the urban .native families.· Male headed families had double 

t~1e average income. ~ha-t .families with· fetnale heads had• When families . 
. . . . . . : . . 

are considered separately l?Y sex-of head,• the urQari native families 

he_aded by meri av~raged about·' $~00 more · in me~ian i~come t~an did the 

compa~able rural. migrant 'families. A similar .difference was. indicated 
~ . . 

. for fa.mi.lies headed by w~cm, but was not statistically reliable. 
• 1.- •• - :;... -··. 

: Among persons living alone .ot' ·with nonrelUtives --- the group 
.. :_:· . : . : . . . ~- _' ,' .. 

·called unrelated individuals.in census data· ... ,.. the rural-urban migrant 

group averaged somewhat less income than. did. urban qatives. , The 
.• . ., ... - - . ·_ .. : .. _, . 

. .. · income superiority of the -ur.ban natives among µnr~lated individuals 
,:. 

held for both men and women .• _ 

When the income data were.related to. age and·family s~ze, the· 
. . . 

following picture of th~ :l;cidence of pov:erty· appeared, using the 
.. 

standard federal poverty definitions. Of rural-urban black migt:ants 

l7 years old and over, ,26. 6 percent were in poverty, :compared with 26. 9 ... 

· percent of the black urban p~pula tion of urban:: origin~ ln: other words, . 
. .. :· . - . 

. 'the incidence of income poverty among: the two populations was almost 
. . ' . - . . . . . . 

·.:,;. -: 

: identical. . Black urban · r<isidents of rural orig:f,.n are not more likely 

• 

.. 



to be poor. This overall identity is~ the chance product. of any 

systematic pattern of internally higher poverty incidence among the 
'_/ 

. migrants that is masked in the aggregate by structural differences 

in the two populations. 

Needless to say, the black rural-urban migrants have a higher 

. incidence of poverty than do their white counterparts, of whom 1,/10 

were in poverty. But it is only among whites, that rural-urban migrants 

show a consistently greater amount of poverty. than do urban nat:f.ves. 

(The difference among whftes,:l.s not a major one -- 10.l percent 

against7.4 percent--,- but is consistent wheJ;l further classified by 

age, marital status, education, occupation end other variables.) 

·-
Despite the fact that a fourth o.f rural-urban black migrants 

were in poverty in 1966, their migration see1ns to have been effectl.ve 

in greatly reducing the level of poverty over that prevaiHng in rural 

areas. Of the blt:1ck population still in rural areas, 57. 7 percent -- · 

•. more than double the urban proportion wer.e in poverty. The median 

income of rural black families ($2,778) was little more than half that 

of urban families of rural origin. 

The Survey of Economic Opportunity also contains the first national 

. information on receipt of money income from public welfare programs,. by 

migration status. In February 1967., there were in the black urban 

population, 151.000 families and 58-,000 individuals of rural-urban 

migrant status 'who had receiV'ed some income from public welfare sources 

in the preceding year. They accounted for 11 percent of all urban. 

families receiving such assistance and 9 percent of the individuals who. 

\ 
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' did ,so.· .. Among' blacks, the tural,;..urban migrant family .or: indiv:l.dual 
.· .. . .. ' . ' 

was nom.inally slightly more likely than .urban natives :to have .received 

welfare income assistanee. Such income .. was received by 1].3 ·percent ot · 

the migrant families and .15~6 .. pe;cent qf. the urban natives, and 17.6 

percent of the unrelated individual ~migrant"s and t4~4 percent of the 

urban natives.. However, these •differences ar.e not s'tatisticaliy sig;ni-

·. ficant f~om. a snmpling standp.oint, and :i.f real "7ould be rather minor in 

any meaningful effect on welfare programs. 

The efi;'~ctive impact of black rural-urban migrants on urban ,;Jelfare • 

· .caseloads lies 1n th~. low average income 1.evels and, higher assistance 

needs. of blacks :t1:1 general, and, not in any differential propensity of 
' ' ' 

. migran_ts to need, or obtaiu welfare m·oney. Rtiral-:urhan black migrant ' 

', .•• families were somewhat less likely" to have re,ceived welfar~ money than 

,.; :were ·blacks· still livi~g,in rur.al areas. In :equity, the fr~quency of 

· • welfare assistance should 'have been much greater i;or. rural blacks -than 

·.it was, in view of their very low average income.· But in rural areas 

only 28 percent of the }?lack f ani:Hi.es in· poverty reported having a:ny . 
1.; -r,~--:·. 

public welfare income. · ~ck ;families of rural origin in the city, 

,wer~ less likely to need welfare ass.istance than their rural cousins, 

but were more likely to get it when in pov_erty (42 percent) , and. ·· 

re.ceived substantially higher average payments. ·· 

.One m~jor diff er:ence between· rural-urban black mig!,'ants and .the 

population that has remained in ruralareas is the rate of childbearing. 
I .. 

, ' 

·The number of children ever born per .1000 rural-.urban migrant black. 
• ,• ,• • • .•.· • 0 •• 

. ·.' women 35 ... 44 .years• old was 33~0. This .is rn~re than 30 pcrceti€ lower 

than the child.hearin~ rate· o,f 4937 children per 1000 black women · -,f the 

same age who still lived in. rural areas, We cannot fiay how much of the 

' .. · ...... · 

.... 
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diff~rence is the result of selectivity of .migrants at the time of 

move and how much results from lowered fertility after moving to 

the urban setting. In an.y case, th~ lowered childbearing of rural

urban migrants is an important factor .in their much lower rate of 

poverty compared with the rural population, for heavy child dependency 

is a major feature of Negro poverty. T9 what, .I confess, is my own 

,surprise, the fertility of rural-urban black migrants ·proved to be 

no higher ·than that of urban natives (3470/1000). I do not believe we 

have previously been fully aware of the· magnitude of fertility selec

tion and/or reduction associated with black rural-urban movement.· 

A final point that I want to ·make in this discussion of the 

characteristics and fortunes of the migrants concerns differences•in 

status by 'decade of migration. The incidence· of poverty for ~ural-

. urban ,migrants who were 30-49 years old .in 1967, has been tabulated by 

the decade in which they made their· rural-urban move. Naturally, 

.those who had moved earlier would have had more years in which to 

adjust to the urban environment and advance their incomes. They would 

t:llso tend to be somewhat older than the more .recent migrants, within 

the age-span limits used. Among black migrants there was no consis

tent pattern or meaningful difference in the.incidence of poverty 

among those who had moved before 191♦0, in the 1940's, in the 1950 1 s 

· or· after 1960. The poverty rate was 21. 8 percent among those who 
I 

~moved in the 1960 1 s and 18.6 percent among those who moved before 1940. 

In striking contrast, the incidence of poverty among white rural-urban 

migrants was strongly associated with decade of move. ~ phenomenally 



low LO percent rate, cf poverty was found among whites who m.oved to 

·the cit.y before 1940. ·The rate rose progressively for those:inoving, 

in ~ucceeding decades to a.high pf 8.5 percent.for ,the migrants¥ho 

came in the 1960 1s. 

The general picture that emerges trom the Survey .of Economic: 
. ·. . . : 

Opf)'ortunity,ma:terial is that bfack rural-url~an migrurits, des.pit_e _a. 
. . .· 

· qistinct educat·:f.onal disadvantage until recent years, have. succeeded 

in earning average family incomes ·near.ly the equal of that of black 

11rban natives and iri doing so have avoided any incidence of poverty . 
. . . 

disproportion.ate to that of other urban blacks. ~or do they appear to 

, h~ve any but a marginally greater rel-lance on welfare income. · I doub.t 
. . . 

·· · that these- findings_ con£ orm to the .general stereotyp~ ·of ,th~ economic. . ··- ·.. . . . ·' ', 

·· :•,status ··of ··black-rural,migr-a.nt-s ,espedally, those -who· -have :come to Northern 
. - . ·. . - . ·... . 

·· .. and Western cities from. the South. Furthermore, on any available scale 
. . . . 

· of comparison, their.· e~onomic and education~l st~·tus is far superior to 

;that of blacks still .living in I'ural areas. It is well to reiterate, 

· howevet', that the black rural-urban migr~nts ar~ far mo.re afflicted with 

poverty in the cities than are their white coun'terparts. 

The impact .of .. future rural-urban migration of .blacks is conditioned 

· by _the -fact that not -more than 1/4 of the total black popu'iation (at· 
. . 

the most) n~w resides in rural areas., c'ompared wi_th bet.ter. than· 112 

.· ;.in 1940 when. the large-:-scale movement began. The great majority of. 

Negro youth are ci ty-::born, today~ In t·h~ fo.ture, rura:J.-:-urban migrants 
. ' ·' . - . . ' . 

,will not comprise as high a p'roportion 'of. the urban population as they . 

hav.e in the .recent past. Nor will their· abs<>lute- numbers be as large, · 

··. ·:. :, 
.:-·· . 

' f 

'• . 
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for the ru·ral base population is smaller, particularly the farm 

population from wh_:1.ch sci many. people have come. In addition, nonf arm 
; 

rural employment 'is supporting larger numbers. of blacks than it has .. in' 

the past •. ~- .-- . .· ... 
• - • :. ~ •• 0 

On the other hand, these considerations do not imply that rural-

urban outmigration of blacks is over. Several. factors.insure its 

continuance in the near future: ( 1) The fortili tyof the rural popu- · 
. . . 

. lation is still very high in modern tenl'!s• The present Negro. rural popu-

lation bears enough children to more than double- its size in every 

,generation~ -This creates a potential labor force growth rate that in 
. . . 

most areas far exceeds .the capacity of the economy to .match it with new 

· ]obs; and t?us leads to outmigration .• (2) Negro· rural youth have a 
. ; .,-;Y!,,_;:", ,. ~: . . . 

podtive pref ercnce to live :1.n utban areRS. A recent study of rural 

high s.chool youth in thr.:ee East Texa:' counties showed that 63 ·percent of 

the Negro·students wanted to live in a.large city. The figure for white 

-youth was. only 16 percent [3].. .A Florida study .showed simila1; results 

[5]. The economic st~tus and opportunities of rural blacks are still 

so inferior to that of the urban population despite some improvement 

of .rural conditions that urban areas continue to·exerta strong pull. 

for people motivated to improvement of their status •. 

. { . . . ·. 
Beyond these generali:1.:ations, .it is difficult to, go, at this time. 

When the 1970 Census results are,in, and we can see.what ,changes have 

occurred in .the .size and c~mposition of the black rural population, we 

will be in .a better position to judge the probable extent and nature of . 
. · ~- .. 

the future flow. There-is no question that thevastrural-uiban movement 

•• = 

.. 
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after 19lt0 was the major source of the rapid growth of black urban: 

population. As such, it was a major contributor to those urban 

problems associated w:i.th black growth and cong~_9t:ion per se, but was 

probably not critical to the changed politico-cultural mood and stance 

of the urban black population. 

Most of the current further increase of the urban population is 

coming from natural increase rather than migration. This point is 

becoming publicly urnierstood, as is the fact that black urban restdents 

of rural origin were not disproportionately represented in the major 

riots of late years that stimulated so much belated interest in migra

tion. The period when policy support for programs to benefit ·rural 

blacks -- and thus perhaps retard migration -- could be obtained from 

urban sources on a self-interest basis was -_rather brief in its life 

spa.~. Cutbacks in rural-urban movement now -- when the supply of 

migrants has been ~omewhat depleted -- .would be unlikely to have major 

b~neficial effects -on efforts to relieve urbnn c;:ongestion or other

wise improve th? conditions of urban life • 

. '-• 
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Footnotes 

*The author :ls grateful ·to Gladys K. Eowles and, Vern J. Banks 

for their assistance with the data from the Survey of Economic Oppor

tunity used in this paper. These data were obta.incd from a cooperative 

study on the Poverty Dimensions of Run1J •-to-Urban Hif;ration,. conchlcted 

by the Economic Research Service, USDA-, and the Inst:f. tute for Behavioral 

Research~ University of Georgia, ::ind funded by the Office of. EconoHic 

Opportunity. 

1 ·. . . 
For a general discussion of the characteristfcs of Negro farmers 

and factors affecting their numbers, see [1). 
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Abstract 

Rural-Urban H:i,gration r;f Blacks: Past and Future 

Cal v:tn L'. · Bea le 

The history of rural-urban m:lgratic,n of blacks since World War I 

is n-!viewe.d. Data for 1967 shm-!ed about 23 per~ent of the adult U.S. 

urban black population to be migrants of rural childhood background. 

they h:1d lower average education, compared with urban natives, but 

did not show lower average family income or higher incidence of poverty. 

The run~l-urban blaek migrants had only a norninally higher reliance on 

·public welfare income than did the.urban n.:1tives. The mj_grants were 

far :,mperior to the black population still in rural arens in education 

and income. Future rural-urban migration is e·xpected to be less than 

that in the recent pasL 
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